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Living on
the Edge
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On the brink of a meltdown?
It can be tough to tell when stress
is, oh, you know, just a day in
the life, and when it’s an anxiety
disorder. Mental clarity, ahead.
By Elizabeth Bacharach
Photographed by Jeffrey Westbrook
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Understanding the difference
between stress and anxiety is key
to navigating your nerves—so you
can put your worries into words,
then own them. Here, experts help
you do just that.

Stress Is Specific

On any given day, I can have a conversation
with my sister exclusively in memes. We usually exchange pithy phrases like “OMG me,”
“So real,” “Truuuee!” We’re millennials, after
all. But the real stars of our Instagram direct
messages are text-covered images that all
speak to the same topic: anxiety. Or…stress.
Or…both. One of my favorites: “Current
stress level: Elizabeth James finding out that
she’s going to be seeing Nick Parker after 11
years.” And the real kicker: “Hey, I like your
personality. Thanks, it’s a disorder.”
I was diagnosed with generalized
anxiety disorder more than a decade ago. Today, it’s easy to engage
in these meme-only back-andforths about anxiety, but there are
pros and cons to that. On one hand,
people are talking so much about
mental illness, which has helped
destigmatize it. But the downside
is the risk of diluting mental health
issues and blending things like
stress and anxiety.
My concern is legit, experts say.
Part of the issue is the colloquial use
of both terms. In pop culture—
memes, TV shows—anxiety and
stress are used loosely and interchangeably, says Jessica Gold, MD,
an assistant professor of psychiatry
at Washington
University
School of Medicine in St. Louis.
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tability, trouble
sleeping—the list goes on. Yet only
18 percent of adults experience anxiety symptoms considered clinically
significant (meaning intense or prolonged enough to interfere with
life or health), per the Anxiety and
Depression Association of America.

75%
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Run-of-the-mill jitters generally are
anchored in something unique and
particular, says Luana Marques,
PhD, a clinical psychologist at Massachusetts General Hospital. For
most of us, stress is associated
with something identifiable that
triggers a fight-or-flight response
(like a pounding heart), per
Marques. Anxiety often feels like
it’s banging on your brain’s door
out of the blue, says Dr. Gold.
PUT IT TO THE TEST
If you’re nervous, simply ask yourself why. If you
can pinpoint a cause (e.g., a big work
commitment this week), odds are
you’re experiencing classic stress.

Anxiety Overstays
Its Welcome

Congrats, girl! You knocked that
work presentation out of the park.
You might be pretty beat, which
makes sense, given the wear and
tear that extended periods of

Make Your
(Mind) Move
Clay mask and chilling not
cutting it? When self-care
and stress management
aren’t enough, it might be
time to confide in a loved
one or seek out a pro if you
have access and can afford
it, Marques says. Low on
funds? Thero.org lets you
limit your search to providers who offer sliding-scale
pricing (meaning they’re
flexible with their fee, depending on your personal
circumstances). If you’re
seeking additional info, ask
an expert for a list of selfhelp books with specific
strategies, or look into publications from the American
Psychological Association
(search “recommended
reading” on its site) to help
you get through intense
stuff. And be open to group
therapy as a cheaper option,
Dr. Gold says. It offers similar benefits (validating and
normalizing your difficult
feelings). Your ultimate
goal: Just start somewhere.
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you’re likely looking at a bigger
issue—such as clinically significant
anxiety, which, at its simplest, can
be considered “worrying about
worry,” says Marques—as opposed
to chronic stress.
nervousness can wreak on your
body. Let’s fast-forward a few days,
though. By this point, your stress
levels should have gradually lowered. Unless, that is, you’re actually
experiencing anxiety, which
Marques describes as more “longterm,” affecting you days, weeks, or
months before or after a stressor
(or even in the absence of one). Anxiety might also feel as if something
has been stealing your sleep for
weeks, even when you thought the
Big Thing riling you was donezo.
PUT IT TO THE TEST
Consider
the length and frequency of your
experiences. If once-monthly
symptoms like worry, restlessness,
and fatigue are now weekly and
have been for at least six months,

sense of your worries to making
very big, broad statements about
yourself and your self-worth. For
example, an a.m. fight with your
partner means you spend the entire
day ruminating over unfounded
thoughts, like “Why would he even
want to be with me?” or “Clearly,
I’m not a good partner or person.”
PUT IT TO THE TEST
State
your fear aloud, then ask yourself,
“What evidence do I have to
support that statement?” If you
can’t think of any similar situations
or find any resources to justify
your scare, then your thought
might very well be unreasonable—
a result of anxiety.

Stress Is More Rational

Anxiety and stress are both evolution-based, meaning they’re meant
to help us anticipate threats. In a
case of acute stress, physiological
responses (like your blood pressure
going up) actually propel you to
work harder. But with anxiety, that
physical response doesn’t end
up being a good thing. It’s firing all
the time, since just about everything makes you nervous, Dr. Gold
explains. So you spiral from making

Anxiety Knows
No Boundaries
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Insta-Therapy
A few psych-focused
accounts worthy of
a follow, straight from
folks who deal with
mental health issues:
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@samzawrites
“Each calming calligraphy
video functions as a friendly
nudge, reminding me to
take a deep breath before
continuing to scroll or moving on to my next activity.”
—Elizabeth (me!)

@emotionalclub
“This page puts a comedic
spin on struggles—in a good
way—and motivates
me to put less pressure on
myself to feel a certain
way all the time.”
—Abigail, Cleveland

Go ahead and drip water on this
page. Just like the ink here, anxiety
tends to bleed in every direction.
Stress stays in its lane, so all those
hot-and-sweaty sensations remain
at the office, at home, or wherever.
Anxiety is less about your specific
worries and more about how they
seep into the various areas of your
life, Dr. Gold explains.
PUT IT TO THE TEST
Write
down what’s bothering you—say,
a looming job interview that’s
taking up space in your head. If
there’s only one point on your list,
you likely have stress. But if this
concern leads to lots of other bullet points—you’re also worried
your friends are mad at you
because you’ve gone MIA as you
prep, your nutrition has gone to
crap since you’ve been eating
whatever’s easiest and quickest,
your health feels destroyed since
all this pressure gives you headaches—then you likely have
anxiety. And if that’s you, welcome
to the club. DM me anytime.

@nakedwithanxiety
“Using both humor
and candor, this account
reminds me that
I’m not alone in feeling
particular anxieties.”
—Phuong, New York City

@otis_unleashed
“I love how Otis’s owner can
talk about her mental
health in the captions of
cute pup pics. It shows that
this dialogue should be a
normal part of daily life.”
—Amanda, Washington, D.C.
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